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Rajasthan Cong crisis: BJP says 'It is all about dynasty. Ashok
Gehlot knows his son will be marginalised with Sachin Pilot as CM'

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi, September 26: As Congress
stepped up damage control to minimise the
embarrassment caused due to open rebel-
lion in the Rajasthan state unit where it is in
power, members of the opposition BJP
claimed “absolutely no hand” in the crisis. “It
is all about dynasty”, BJP leaders said,
adding that the “doors are not closed” for
Sachin Pilot—Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot’s
bête noire and apparently also the root cause
of the crisis within his party. Senior BJP
leader Satish Poonia, who along with
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Vasundhara
Raje, and Kailash Choudhary, is believed to
be one of the contenders for the CM post if
the party comes to power, was quoted as say-
ing that “doors are not closed for Sachin
Pilot. If such a situation arises (Pilot decides
to join BJP), the central leadership will take
a call”. In Delhi, BJP leaders said that the
ongoing tussle in Rajasthan Congress was
“an internal matter in which they had no
hand whatsoever”. However, keeping in
mind the fact that BJP is the main opposition

in Rajasthan, they are “keeping a close watch
on developments there”. It is all about
Dynasty.@ashokgehlot51 Gandhi & Vadhara

Presidental nominee has openly rebelled
against the Delhi Dynasty. It is all to secure
his son's @VaibhavGehlot80 future. Ashok

Ghelot knows his son will be marginalised
with @SachinPilot as CM Rajasthan. pic.twit-
ter.com/C2OXoJpfDT “Sonia Gandhi, Rahul

Gandhi and Priyanka Vadra’s presidential
nominee has openly rebelled against the
Delhi dynasty to secure the future of his son

Vaibhav Gehlot. Ashok Gehlot knows his
son will be marginalised with Sachin Pilot
becoming the chief minister of Rajasthan,”
Singh said. The Rajasthan political crisis
erupted in the backdrop of the Congress
holding its first presidential elections in 22
years. Though two non-Gandhi candidates
Ashok Gehlot and Shashi Tharoor were pro-
jected as main runners in the exercise, saf-
fron leaders have been calling it “fake and
sham” from day one.  Now they say that
Gehlot may “pull himself out or be pulled out
of the race”. If Gehlot wins he will have to
resign as Rajasthan's chief minister in accor-
dance with the Congress’s “one party, one
post” rule and nothing would upset him
more than Pilot taking over as the CM. Amid
the prevailing circumstances in Congress,
observers add that nothing would suit BJP
better than one of the Gandhis, especially
Rahul Gandhi, taking over as party presi-
dent. “He fits the BJP’s 2024 attack against
the Congress on all aspects. Despite winning
just around 52 Lok Sabha seats, the
Congress enjoys a trusted vote share of
around 20 percent in the country.

Decision on PoK should have been taken
during 1971 Indo-Pak war: Rajnath Singh

Naresh Malhotra

Shimla, September 26: Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on Monday said
that decision on Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir (PoK) should have been taken
during 1971 war between India and the
neighbouring country. The defence minis-
ter said this while addressing a function to
honour martyrs' families at Badoli in
Kangra district of Himachal Pradesh. “We
have recently marked the Golden Jubilee
of victory of 1971 war. The 1971 war will
be remembered in the history as the war
fought for the humanity instead of proper-
ty, possession or power,” Singh said.
“There is only one regret. The decision on
PoK should have been taken at that time
itself,” he said. In Kangra, Singh also shed
light on the Centre's unwavering resolve
to make the country 'Aatmanirbhar' and
the progress achieved due to the meas-
ures taken to realise the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's vision. "Earlier, India
was known as a defence importer. Today,
it is among one of the top 25 defence

exporters in the world. From about Rs 900
crore eight years ago, defence exports

have crossed Rs 13,000 crore. We are
hopeful that the defence exports will
touch Rs 35,000 crore by 2025 and the tar-

get of Rs 2.7 lakh crore set for 2047 will be
met,” he said. While maintaining that

India has never attacked any country, nor
has it captured an inch of foreign land, he
assured the nation that if any attempt is

ever made to disturb the harmony in
India, a befitting reply will be given. "India
is a peace-loving country, but it should not
be mistaken with being coward or afraid
of war. At a time when we were dealing
with COVID-19, we had to face the tension
on the northern border with China. The
courage of our soldiers during the Galwan
incident proved that no matter how big
the power is, India will never bow down,”
he said. Singh said that the formation of
the post of 'chief of defence staff' and set-
ting up of the department of military
affairs are some of the major reforms
taken to bolster the national security.
"Doors of National Defence Academy
(NDA) have been opened for girls, while
women in the Armed Forces are being
given permanent commission. We have
also allowed deployment of women on
warships,” he said. Singh stressed that the
government is building a 'New India',
which will give a sense of security and
trust to all our peace-loving friendly coun-
tries and those with evil intentions will get
nothing but dust.

SC rejects plea on election symbol allotment
issue, says it would be disruptive of poll process

Nashir Husain

New Delhi, September 26: The
Supreme Court on Monday dismissed a
plea which raised the issue relating
to allotment of election symbols, say-
ing it would be “disruptive” of the
poll process and litigation cannot be
a “hobby”. The apex court was hear-
ing a plea challenging the Allahabad
High Court’s verdict last year which
had dismissed a petition that said the
Election Commission (EC) has no
power to allot an election symbol. A
bench of Justices S K Kaul and A S
Oka noted that the petitioner, a prac-
tising advocate, has contended that
the EC has no power to allot a sym-
bol and only the returning officer can
allot it. “We find the aforesaid a complete-
ly misreading of the rules and is in fact
disruptive of the election process….,” the
bench said. “We feel this is a complete
wastage of judicial time and thus, dismiss
the petition with cost of Rs 25,000,” the

top court said. At the outset, the petition-
er told the bench that her case before the
high court was that there is a use and
abuse of election symbol. “There is a

recognised party which goes through the
process of recognition. Thereafter, there
has to be a symbol assigned. What is
wrong? Are we to just keep on creating
litigation just for the sake of litigation,”
the bench orally observed, adding, “It
cannot become a hobby litigation”. The

petitioner argued the law says that sym-
bols are allotted to the contesting candi-
dates at the time of election. The bench
observed that a party, which is recog-

nised as a political party, gives an
authorisation to a candidate for the pur-
pose of contesting polls under their
symbol. “You want to disrupt that
process?” the bench asked. The bench
said if a candidate is not using the elec-
tion symbol, then how can he or she
contest. The petitioner said the law pre-
scribes the period of use of election
symbol and there is an admission of
the EC that they are allotting symbol to
the political party. She argued that the
law says allotment will happen to the
contesting candidate and the power of

allotment lies with the returning officer.
“Sorry. Absolutely sorry,” the bench
said, adding, “We are very clear that the
impugned order reflects the correct posi-
tion in law”. The apex court observed
that litigation “cannot be a hobby”, even
if it is for a lawyer. 

Kejriwal hosts sanitation worker’s family from Gujarat over
lunch at his residence; BJP, Congress call it ‘political stunt’

Sanjay Kumar

New Delhi, September 26: Delhi
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal hosted a
sanitation worker and his family from
Gujarat over lunch at his residence here
on Monday, officials said. Opposition BJP
and Congress, meanwhile, dubbed the
lunch hosted for the sanitation worker
from Gujarat Kejriwal, a “political stunt”
and accused him of “hypocrisy” instead
of taking care of Dalits living in the city.
Harsh Solanki, a sanitation worker from
Gujarat, along with his family, also visited
a Delhi government school and a hospi-
tal. Solanki presented a portrait of B R
Ambedkar to Kejriwal, the officials said.
During the Aam Aadmi Party’s (AAP)
town hall with sanitation workers, pre-
dominantly from the Dalit community, in
Gujarat’s Ahmedabad on Sunday, Solanki
had invited Kejriwal to have dinner at his
house. In a statement, Kejriwal had said
he would host Solanki and his family at
his residence over lunch. “It was a very

happy moment for us. They sat with my

family and we had lunch. I am thankful to
them for coming this far to meet me,”
Kejriwal told reporters. Solanki said it
was a proud moment for him to have
been hosted by a political leader. “In the
last 75 years, he (Kejriwal) is the first

leader to have called a Dalit for lunch. It
is a big thing for me. I also saw schools
and hospitals and it felt very good. I had
never thought that I would be standing
with the chief minister sir,” he said.
Accusing Kejriwal of “hypocrisy” BJP
MLA and leader of opposition in Delhi
Assembly Ramvir Singh Bidhuri charged
Kejriwal is not a well-wisher of Dalits and
sanitation workers. He said even the sta-
tus of Corona warrior was not extended
to sanitation workers during the pandem-
ic. “About 82 per cent of the amount allo-
cated for the welfare of these sanitation
workers in the Delhi government budget
was not spent. Now by inviting a Dalit of
Gujarat to Delhi, AAP is indulging in gim-
mick and hypocrisy,” he charged The
Kejriwal government neither considered
sanitation workers as corona warriors
nor released Rs one crore rupees com-
pensation each to those who died during
different waves of the COVID-19, he
alleged.

Ghulam Nabi Azad launches
Democratic Azad Party

Jammu, September 26: Former senior Congress
leader Ghulam Nabi Azad on Monday announced the
name of his new party as Democratic Azad Party and
also unveiled a three-coloured ‘secular’ flag. Azad who
disassociated himself from the Congress and resigned
recently during a press conference in Jammu said that
he wanted to announce the name on the first Navratri
“as it is an auspicious day”. Flanked by several senior
J&K leaders who also resigned from the Congress,
Azad said that he received a list of over 1,500 names
from party workers and leaders but he wanted a name
that could be understood by people of all cultures and

religions.  “We got 1,500 names from across the coun-
try. Some in Urdu and some in Sanskrit. But we want-
ed a name in Hindustani that could be understood by
all after which this name was decided” said Azad.  He
said that he also wanted democracy, peace and an inde-
pendent name. “It should be independent from ideolo-
gy. Opposition has alleged that Azad was working in
tandem with the BJP after his resignation from the
Congress. “There will be no discrimination in the
party. There will be no influence of religion and caste.
People from different religions will join our party,”
Azad announced.   Telling about the three colours in
the party flag, Azad said that mustard means creativity,
blue depth of ideas and independence and white peace.
The leader said that walls have been created among
different communities in Jammu and Kashmir that
needs to be brought down. Azad said that 50 per cent
representation in the party will be given to women and
youth as it is important that besides experienced lead-
ers, "we also empower women and give an opportunity
to youth leaders".

Water flow in Yamuna at
Hathnikund barrage in

Yamunanagar rises to danger level
Yamunanagar, September 26: The flow of water in

the Yamuna at the Hathnikund barrage in
Yamunanagar district rose to 2,95,912 cusecs at 5am
on Sunday, the highest water flow of this rainy season
in the Yamuna so far. The water flow above 2.5 lakh
cusecs is considered high flood. The water reaches
Delhi from the Hathnikund barrage in about 72 hours.
After the rise in water flow, the district administration
is in alert mode and strict vigil is being kept on vil-
lages falling in the area of the Yamuna river in the dis-
trict. According to information, the flow of the Yamuna
was recorded at 34,508 cusecs at 2 m on Saturday. But
it rose to 56,864 cusecs at 6pm and reached to 2,95,912
at 5am the next day on Sunday. The water flow rose
following heavy rain in catchment areas of the river in
Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand. Vinod Kumar,
Executive Engineer (XEN), Water Services Division,
Dadupur of Yamunanagar district, said this was the
highest flow of water in the Yamuna this rainy season.
He said that earlier the water flow at Hathnikund bar-
rage had been recorded at 2,21,786 cusecs on August
11. As per the record of the Irrigation and Water
Resources Department, Yamunanagar, the water in
the Yamuna river at Hathnikund barrage had been
recorded at 8,28,072 cusecs in August 2019, the
highest in the past more than 100 years. The rainy
season starts from July 1 and ends on September 30
every year. Executive engineer Vinod Kumar said
the water flow from 70,000 cusecs to 1.5 lakh cusecs
is considered low flood, from 1.5 lakh cusecs to 2.5
lakh medium flood and the water flow above 2.5
lakh cusecs is considered high flood. “After rise in
water flow of the Yamuna, there is no report of any
type of loss from anywhere. But, the strict vigil is
being kept on villages falling close to the area of the
river,” said Vinod Kumar. According to information,
the water flow started receding at 7am and record-
ed 2,13,908 cusecs at 1pm.

Was asked to fully block multiple
accounts during farmers’ protests,
Twitter tells Karnataka High Court

Bengaluru, September 26: Social media giant
Twitter told the Karnataka High Court on Monday
that it was asked to completely block numerous
multiple accounts during the farmers' agitation on
the borders of Delhi last year. It also told the
bench headed by Justice Krishna S. Dixit that the
law in this regard only allows blocking of an indi-
vidual tweet, not the whole account, against the
backdrop of political criticism unless there is
repeated offence. Senior counsel Arvind S. Datar,
appearing for Twitter in connection with 10 block-
ing orders by the Union government between
February 2021 and February 2022, submitted that
Section 69 of the Information Technology Act does
not give scope for blanket blocking of accounts. He
questioned that when the newspapers, and televi-
sion channels were covering the farmers' agita-
tion, why was his client (Twitter) was asked to
completely block all accounts. Noting that freedom
of speech includes the right to criticise the govern-
ment, he said that the Supreme Court has held
that criticism can be made within the boundaries
of law, and the order by the Union government is a
violation of the Supreme Court order. Justice Dixit
sought to know how such issues are dealt with in
other jurisdictions such as American law for which
the counsel sought time. The hearing was
adjourned to October 17. Twitter, in its petition
before the High Court, maintained that blocking
orders by the Union government violate the rights
of users under the Constitution. 

Delhi court grants interim
bail to Jacqueline Fernandez

in money-laundering case
New Delhi, September 26: A Delhi court

on Monday granted interim bail to actor
Jacqueline Fernandez in a Rs 200 crore
money-laundering case against alleged con-

man Sukesh
C h a n d r a s h e k a r.
Special Judge
Shailendra Malik
granted Fernandez
the relief on a per-
sonal bond of Rs
50,000 and posted
the matter for

October 22. On August 31, judge Praveen
Singh had taken cognisance of a supplemen-
tary charge sheet filed by the Enforcement
Directorate and asked Fernandez to appear
before the court. Fernandez, who was
repeatedly summoned by the ED in connec-
tion with the investigation, has been named
as an accused for the first time in the supple-
mentary charge sheet. The ED's earlier
charge sheet and a supplementary charge
sheet did not mention her as an accused.
The documents, however, had mentioned
the details of the statements recorded by
Fernandez and fellow actor Nora Fatehi. 

Active covid cases
decline to 43,415

New Delhi, September 26: With 4,129
new coronavirus infections being reported
in a day, India’s tally of covid cases rose to
4,45,72,243, while the active cases declined
to 43,415, according to the Union health
ministry data updated on Monday. The
death toll climbed to 5,28,530 with 20 fatali-
ties, which includes 13 deaths reconciled by
Kerala, the data updated at 8am showed.
The active cases comprised 0.1 per cent of
the total infections, while the national covid
recovery rate increased to 98.72 per cent,
the health ministry said. A decline of 579
cases has been recorded in the active case-
load in a span of 24 hours. The daily positiv-
ity rate was recorded at 2.51 per cent. The
weekly positivity rate was recorded at 1.61
per cent, according to the health ministry.
The number of people who have recuperat-
ed from the disease surged to 4,40,00,298,
while the case fatality rate was recorded at
1.19 per cent. According to the ministry,
217.686 crore doses of covid vaccine have
been administered in the country so far
under the nationwide vaccination drive. 
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Sacks Of Garlic
Dumped In Madhya
Pradesh In Unique
Congress Protest
Bhopal: Congress legislators

dumped loads of garlic at a gate of
the Madhya Pradesh Assembly on
Tuesday, accusing the state BJP
government of being apathetic
towards farmers who were not get-
ting adequate prices for their crops.
Some videos surfaced in the last few
days on social media showing farm-
ers throwing sacks full of garlic into
different water bodies in Madhya
Pradesh, apparently after getting
low prices for their produce. One of
the farmers had claimed they were
being offered just Re 1 per kg for
their garlic produce. Expressing sol-
idarity with the farmers, Congress
MLAs Sachin Yadav, Jitu Patwari,
and others threw garlic in front of
gate number 3 of the Madhya
Pradesh Assembly, where the five-
day monsoon session began on
Tuesday.The opposition legislators
raised slogans, alleging the ruling
BJP "bought" legislators but was
apathetic towards farmers and did
not have money to buy the garlic
cultivated by them.

PUBLIC NOTICE
That my client Vinod Kumar
Prasad S/o Sh. Ram Chander
Shah R/o M-404, Shakarpur, JJ
Colony, Saraswati Vihar, Delhi-
110034 had transferred his vehicle
bearing no. BR28P2281 through
Sale Agreement certificate/e-
Stamp No. IN-DL66066765
105462U to Mohd. Motin S/o
Nasrulla R/o Village Bahlolpur,
Bhagwanpur, East Champaran,
Bihar has cancelled the said sale
agreement from today onwards
and all owner rights are reserved in
favour of my client.

A.K. JHA Advocate
Ch. No. 383 Saket Court

New Delhi

PUBLIC NOTICE
My clients (1) ROOP SINGH
SAKLANI S/O LATE HARI
SINGH SAKLANI & (2) ASHA
SAKLANI W/O ROOP SINGH
SAKLANI BOTH R/O D-1/11,
SECTOR 16, ROHINI, DELHI-
110085, through present Public
Notice have recalled and can-
celled the earlier disowning of
their son namely Mr. PRADEEP
SAKLANI from their moveable
and immoveable properties
which was done by way of publi-
cation vide daily news paper i.e.
RASHTRIYA SAHARA dated
20th April, 2017 and my daugh-
ter-in-law NEELAM GULERIA
and Grand son SAAISH shall
have no right, title or interest in
our all moveable and immove-
able properties. Now the son
(PRADEEP SAKLANI) of my
clients is under the control of my
clients and he is legal heirs of my
clients, like other legal heirs.

TUSHAR SINHA Advocate
Chamber No.466,Lawyer's
Block, Saket, District Court,

Saket New Delhi-110017

NOTICE
The above named Plaintiffs filed a
suit for Partition, Declaration of
sale deed null and void, and
Permanent injunction. The same
will be hearing on 14.10.2022 for
Appearance of 2nd Defendant.
so., the above named 2nd
Defendant shall appear the
Principal District court,
Sivagangai Personally or through
Advocate on 14.10.2022. Failing
which the above court shall
passed ex-parte order against the
2nd Defendant.

L. Saravanan B.A., B.L.,
F. Iruthaya Lenin Raj B.Sc., L.L.B.,

Advocates
No.74/3, K.V. Complex, 

Madurai Corner,
Madurai Road, 

Sivagangai-630 561
Cell No.9443408454

NAME CHANGE
I, K VENKATSAI S/O JC-733749W
SUB KONDEPU SANKAR R/O
VILL-G N PALEM, PO-PV PALEM,
TEH-BAPATLA, DIST-GUNTUR,
ANDHRA PRADESH-522329,
have changed my name from K
VENKAT SAI to VENKAT SAI
KONDEPU for all future purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, DEVI MALLELA W/o NO-
15791648AHAV SEKHAR CHET-
TUGALLA R/O 5-198, HARI-
JANAWADA,  BETHAMCHERLA,
RANGAPURAM, KURNOOL,
ANDHRA PRADESH-518598
have changed my name from DEVI
MALLELA to CHETTUGALLA
KASHI DEVI for all future purposes
vide affidavit dated 26/09/2022
before Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, AVIRAL SINGH S/O JC-
733024W SUB DHARMENDRA
PALSINGH R/O VILL-GODHANA,
PO-KHADANA, TEH-ANUP-
SHAHR, DIST-BULANDSHAHR,
UTTAR PRADESH-202394 have
changed my name from AVIRAL
SINGH to AVIRAL CHAUHAN for
all future purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, ANITA W/O NO-2807968F   L/NK

GOPAL RAMRAO BODAKE R/O

NANDGAON (P.D), PO-EKLARATQ

MUKHED, DISTT-NANDED,

EKLARA, NANDED, MAHARASH-

TRA-431717, have changed my

name from ANITA to ANITA GOPAL

BODAKE for all future purposes vide

Affidavit Certificate No-IN-

DL92778778786245U dated

26/09/2022 before Notary Public Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I hitherto known as ANKESH
KUMAR son of GIRIRAJ PRASAD,
residing at 52/58E, Gali No-17,
Anand Parbat, Delhi-110005, have
Changed my name and shall here-
after be known as ANKESH
KUMAR AGARWAL.

NAME CHANGE
I, D HEMALATHA W/O NO-
15322997L HAV THIRUMALAI D
R/O 48, HIRUVALLUVAR
STREET, MANJIYAMMAN KOIL
NEAR, VILL-KILPALLIPATTU, PO-
VALLAM, DIST-VELLORE, TAMIL
NADU-632311 have changed my
name from D HEMALATHA to T
HEMALATHA for all future purpos-
es vide affidavit dated 26/09/2022
before  before Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, K LAKSHMI W/o JC-
733749W SUB KONDEPU
SANKAR R/O VILL-G N
PALEM, PO-P V PALEM, TEH-
BAPATLA, DIST-GUNTUR,
ANDHRA PRADESH-522329
have changed my name from K
LAKSHMI to KONDEPU LAK-
SHMI for all future purposes
vide affidavit dated 26/09/2022
before Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, C ARJUN  S/O CHANDER
SHEKHAR  residing at 18-A
POCKET E  NEAR HANSRAJ
SMARAK SCHOOL DILSHAD
GARDEN SHAHDARA DELHI-
110095  have changed my name
to ARJUN  for all future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, C SARASWATHI  S/O CHAN-
DER SHEKHAR  residing at 18-
A POCKET E  NEAR HAN-
SRAJ SMARAK SCHOOL DIL-
SHAD GARDEN SHAHDARA
DELHI-110095  have changed
my name to SARASWATHI  for
all future purpose. 

NAME CHANGE
I, Vijay Kumar Jha s/o
Kapileshwar Jha R/o Indira
Nagar, Laliyahi, Katihar-
854105, Bihar, have changed
my  name to Bijay Kumar Jha
for all future purposes

NAME CHANGE
I, RACHNA W/O RAJAN
GUPTA residing at H NO-286,
3RD FLOOR, SANT NAGAR,
EAST OF KAILASH, NEW
DELHI-110065 have changed
my name to RACHNA GUPTA
for all future purpose. 

PUBLIC NOTICE
Public at large are hereby
informed that my client Sh.
Piyush Kumar S/o Sh. Sunil
Prasad Singh R/o F-4, Second
Floor, Plot No. 3 A, Sector-3 A,
Vaishali, i.e. Sahibabad,
Ghaziabad, U.P.-201010; Owner
of The Built Up First Floor,
Without roof rights, Freehold
Property Bearing No. 287, Area
Measuring 60 sq. mtrs., Situated
at Sector-19, Dwarka Residential
Scheme, Amberhai, Dwarka,
New Delhi.; being the owner of
said Property by virtue of Sale
Deed dt. 29.12.2021 executed by
1. Smt. Sushma & 2. Ms. Chetna
Nanda in favour of Sh. Piyush
Kumar duly regd. as Doc No.
13449, Vol. No. 11179, on Page
no. 148-157, on dt. 29.12.2021, in
S.R.- IX, New Delhi.; the above
said property original papers has
been lost somewhere by my
client along with Filed e-FIR vide
Application/LR No. 832039/2022
at Delhi Police Shanti Sewa
Nyaya, e-FIR Report on dt.
26.09.2022, and is not traceable,
If any Person Found the same,
Kindly return it at the address
mentioned below, The Original
Papers regarding this property
and Any person, who has got,
rights, interest, title, claim, encum-
brances, charges of any nature
whatsoever in respect of the
above said Property or any part
thereof, can send their objections
with their documentary evidence
at below address within 7 days
from the date of publication of this
notice, failing which, it shall be
presumed that the said Property
in entirely is free from all such
claims, interest, charges, encum-
brances etc.

Sahil Virmani 
(ADVOCATE)

Address G-721
Karkardooma Court, Delhi
8929535407, 9643394303

NAME CHANGE
I, SASHI DEVI W/o JC-
383194H SUB MAJ PROMOD
KUMAR R/o VPO-
BISUNDHRA, TEH+DISTT-
BULAND SHAHR, (UP)-203401
have changed my name from
SASHI DEVI to SHASHI DEVI
for all future purposes vide affi-
davit dated 26/09/2022 before
Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, KAVITA KUMARI D/o JC-
383194H SUB MAJ PROMOD
KUMAR R/o VPO-BISUNDHRA,
TEH+DISTT-BULAND SHAHR,
(UP)-203401, in my father’s serv-
ice records my date of birth
wrongly mentioned as
04/06/1995 instead of my correct
date of birth as 04/06/1996.

"Prepare For A New Era": Hoardings In
Support Of Sachin Pilot In Rajasthan
Kolkata: Even as the current political crisis in

Rajasthan over who will be the next Chief Minister is
dragging on, hoardings featuring Congress MLA Sachin
Pilot have come up at various locations in Jodhpur. The
hoardings bear the words, 'Satyamev Jayate, Naye Yug
ki Taiyari' (Truth prevails, prepare for a new era).When
NDTV contacted Mr Pilot today, he said he was in
Jaipur.The tussle for Chief Ministership in the
Congress-ruled state reached a fever pitch last night
after 90 MLAs loyal to Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot
threatened to resign if the Chief Minister's post went to
Mr Pilot, Mr Gehlot's arch-rival in Rajasthan
Congress.The MLAs backing Mr Gehlot were unavail-
able for a meeting with Congress central observers Ajay
Maken and Mallikarjun Kharge, who had travelled to
Jaipur from Delhi to sort out the differences between
the two rival camps.The two central observers will now
return to Delhi and file a report to Sonia Gandhi, the
party's interim president.Mr Pilot is the Congress high
command's choice for the top post if Mr Gehlot wins the
election for Congress president.However, Mr Gehlot
has been reluctant to vacate the Chief Minister's post for
Mr Pilot. He had earlier claimed that there was no hur-
dle to him holding on to the Chief Minister's post even
if he was elected Congress president.
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Soha Ali Khan Says it Was a 'Mistake' 
to Lose Focus and Not Work After 

Becoming a Mother

oha Ali Khan made her OTT debut with 
comedy drama web series Kaun Banega 
Shikharwati. However, her latest thriller drama S

Hush Hush has been garnering all the praises for its 
succinct storyline and brilliant performances. Now 
the Tum Mile actress has opened up about her 
hiatus after embracing motherhood and the 
challenges she had to overcome to bounce back to 
the showbiz industry.

Soha revealed to Filmfare in an interview that after 
becoming a mother, her focus was diverted to her 
newborn baby. Because of that, she couldn’t put 
herself out there in terms of work. However, it took 
her two long years to come to a realisation that one 
has to dabble with multiple identities. She 
explained, “I chose to have a child later in life so 
that I could devote more time to being a parent. 
That has always been my priority. Women are said 
to be great multitaskers but I can only do one thing 
at a time. I had lost sight when I became a mother. 
Now I realise that was a huge mistake, and you 
must maintain other identities, passions and 
pursuits. But it took me two years to realise that."

Adding to that, she further elaborated, “Then I did 
movies, web series, travelling, writing books, 
working out, playing badminton, meeting friends. 
Most important thing for me is to spend time with 
your loved ones. Fortunately, I have been very 
fortunate to be able to make choices. I understand a 
lot of people don’t have that. So I want to appreciate 
that. I am happy. "

The Rang De Basanti actress also expressed that 
although she feels guilty while she has to head out 
for work, she understands it emanates from a place 
to be everywhere. Soha explained, “Yes, I feel 
guilty. However, this comes from within. It comes 
from our desire to be everywhere. Meri beti ko jaisa 
main khaana khilati hun waise koi aur khaana nahi 
khila sakta (the way I feed my daughter, nobody 
else can feed her that way). She’ll be starving. 
However, it is impossible to do everything. 
Everyone knows we work and care for our child, 
husband and home. Women put in a lot of effort. So 
all we have to do is unwind. "

Sultan Director Ali Abbas 
Zafar, Wife Alicia Become 

Parents to A Baby Girl, 
Share Newborn’s Name

t’s time for a good news in Bollywood. This 
time, it is director Ali Abbas Zafar, who was 
behind the recently released Netflix project Jogi, I

starring Diljit Dosanjh. Ali, and wife Alicia have 
begun a new phase of their lives by embracing 
parenthood. The two are now parents to a baby girl.

Ali Abbas Zafar took to his Instagram to share a 
picture of wife Alicia flaunting the baby bump. He 
revealed that they have already welcomed a baby 
girl on the 24th of September, along with the name 
of the newborn. He wrote, “Alicia and I began our 
journey with love , love which is beyond borders - 
colour & Race , we are very fortunate that we 
found each other and got married , Now after 
almost after 2 years we are thankful to Almighty 
Allah for blessing us with most beautiful gift of our 
life. She came in our life on 24th September at 
midnight 12.25 . Please welcome our bundle of Joy 
- Alija Zehra Zafar ??Ali Alicia Alija#Aliverse” 
See the post here:

No sooner did he share the post than his friends from 
the industry took to the comment section to 
congratulate him and his wife. Ranveer Singh 
wrote, “Bhai.” Sunil Grover, who had worked with 
the director in Tandav and Bharat, wrote, “Bestttt!! 
Wah Sir wah!! Mubarak Ho !! ???? Welcome Alija 
! ??” Huma Qureshi dropped multiple red heart 
emoticons and wrote, “Congratulations… Masha 
allah.” Tiger Shroff wrote, “Mubarak ho guru ji??” 
Priyanka Chopra wrote, “Congratulations to you 
both!”, while Arjun Kapoor commented, “Badhai 
??.”

Ali and Alicia tied the knot in 2021. Talking about 
Alicia, Ali had revealed, “She is a first-generation 
Iranian from France. I had gone there for work and 
immediately fell in love with her. I pursued her for 
almost two years, convincing her that I am the man 
who will keep her happy. It has been a difficult 
task, but I am glad she finally agreed.” 
Congratulations to the couple.

ormer beauty pageant winner and actor Having come from a non-film background, she 
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan marked her considers her time on the set with the 
acting debut in 1997 with filmmaker filmmaker her learning ground. “I didn’t F

Mani Ratnam’s Iruvar, a political drama. come with any formal training, I just dived in 
Over the years, she has the headlined two (acting) and got to work with him. But 

of his most critically acclaimed films – experience is the best teacher. It’s [working 
(2007) Guru and Raavan (2010). with Mani sir] spiritual and divine. We 

The director and muse are always talk about the foundation and 
coming together for their approach to work, the work ethics and the 

fourth collaboration - way you focus on the art and the creativity 
Ponniyin Selvan: 1 (PS: itself and not the peripherals because that 

1) - an epic period goes with the turf and isn’t the focal point in 
action film based your creative journey. And what better place 

on late author and for me to have begun my approach to my craft 
activist Kalki than with Mani sir!” she stated.
Krishnamurthy’ Aishwarya, who plays Pazhuvoor queen 
s 1955 novel of Nandini in the film, further added, “I feel very 

the same name. blessed to have worked with him in Iruvar, 
A t  t h e  p r e s s  Guru, Raavan, Ravaanan and now Ponniyin 
conference of the Selvan 1. PS 1 is his dream project. To have 

film held yesterday the opportunity to be a part of it in itself is any 
i n  M u m b a i ,  artiste’s dream. The entire cast would echo 

Aishwarya talked my sentiment that we are humbled, creatively 
about her 25-year- content and regard ourselves privileged that 

long association with we got to be a part of his dream film.”
Mani. “I worked in my Speaking to News18 exclusively, the 48-year-

first film with Mani garu, old said that she simply followed Mani’s 
who is my guru. I regard instructions to slip under the skin of a 

myself blessed that I got the character, which is set in the Chola Empire. 
opportunity to start my “I’m a sincere student who has earnestly 

journey as an actor working interpreted Mr Mani Ratnam’s vision. I think, 
with him. He’s the perfect school that’s a really hard job as an actor,” she 

and the perfect guru,” she says. remarked.

 Reveals She Copes With Trolling 
Like a Domestic Violence Victim

political ideology who troll me and why wara Bhasker has been at the 
they do it, I know that as well.receiving end of incessant trolling 

Swara also revealed that therapy has been a for quite some time now. Owing to S
game-changer for her besides taking her strong political views and her vocal 
other necessary steps like not going nature on social media, netizens subject 
through her DMs. She shared, “Now that her and her films to online abuse on a 
I have entered this ideological fight on daily basis. But despite the brickbats, the 
my own with a lot of energy, how can I Raanjhanaa actress has managed to 
leave it now? I chose a side. So, now it’s maintain her stance and poise. She 
part and parcel of that act. I don’t read shared now how she learnt to cope with 
comments and as a result I miss many it.
messages. I hardly open my DMs. That’s During a candid conversation with 
one thing, and of course, there is therapy. Connect FM Canada, Swara went on to 
I have really benefitted from being in draw an unusual analogy of her situation 
therapy and just having a regular with those who get abused domestically. 
conversation with my therapist about She explained, “I am often a wreck 
about all issues, that sometimes inside but you learn to cope with it, 
includes this as well.”which is not a good thing. I will give you 

On the professional front, Swara a very bad example and no one should be 
Bhasker’s latest slice-of-life okay with it, but if there is a woman who 
movie Jahaan Chaar Yaar is facing domestic violence and it 
explores the journey of four continues and she cannot change her 
married friends who set off situation for whatever reason, she will 
to Goa seeking solace from build coping strategies. She will know 
their ordinary lives and find that ‘now I will get hit’ and it’s a very 
t h e m s e l v e s  i n  a n  complicated space where a victim learns 
extraordinary adventure. to cope with the violence and deal with it. 
The quirky film also So, I feel a similar thing has happened 
features Meher Vij, Pooja with me, mentally, with the trolling thing 
C h o p r a  a n d  S h i k h a  and abuses.”
Talsania in prominent Elaborating further, the Veere Di Wedding 
roles.actor explained that usually people with 

Meanwhile, her next film Mrs a certain ideology are behind bashing her 
Falani would see the actress online. She stated, “Sometimes I can see 
essaying nine roles. The film a tweet and have an intuition that 
will be a compilation of nine something is about to happen and I know 
short stories that will feature that this has started and it has a 24 hour 
Swara in different characters. cycle. So, even I have understood the 
Manish Kishore and Madhukar wave of the ‘Twitter controversy’. The 
Verma are going to call the shots trolling that I receive is very agenda 
for this entertainer.driven. It is people of a particular 

 Says She 'Didn't Come with Formal 

Training, Mani Ratnam was Perfect Guru'

Swara 
Bhasker

Aishwarya Rai

Swara 
Bhasker
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further," Iyer said.Meanwhile, the Mumbai The rupee depreciated 43 paise 
dollar index, which gauges the to an all-time low of 81.52 against the 
greenback's strength against a basket US dollar in early trade on Monday as 
of six currencies, advanced 0.67 per the strengthening of the American 
cent to 113.94.Global oil benchmark currency and risk-averse sentiment 
Brent crude futures fell 0.58 per cent among investors weighed on the local 
to USD 85.65 per barrel.On the un i t .Moreover,  e sca la t ion  o f  
domestic equity market front, the 30-geopolitical risks due to conflict in 
share BSE Sensex was trading Ukraine, a negative trend in domestic 
797.73 points or 1.37 per cent lower equities and significant foreign fund 
at 57,301.19 points while the broader outflows sapped the investor appetite, 
NSE Nifty fell 260.80 points or 1.51 forex traders said.At the interbank 
per cent to 17,066.55 points.Foreign foreign exchange, the rupee opened at 
institutional investors were net 81.47 against the greenback, then fell interest rates aggressively to cool 

sellers in the capital market on Friday to 81.52, registering a fall of 43 paise inflation, Sriram Iyer, Senior Research 
as they offloaded shares worth Rs over its previous closing.On Friday, Analyst at Reliance Securities, said.
2,899.68 crore, as per exchange data.the rupee slumped 30 paise to close at a "Focus now shifts to RBI's meeting this 

fresh lifetime low of 81.09 against the Meanwhile, the country's forex reserves week, with its decision due on Friday. 
US dollar.The Indian rupee is likely to declined USD 5.219 billion to USD We expect RBI to hike rates by 50 bps 
remain weaker as investors expect that 545.652 billion for the week ended to cool stubbornly high inflation and 
the US Fed will continue to hike September 16.prevent the currency from weakening 

Rupee falls 43 paise to all-time low 
of  81.52 against US dollar

Rupee falls 43 paise to all-time low of 81.52 vs US dollar in early trade

outside the Reserve Bank of India's New Delhi  S&P Global Ratings on 
upper tolerance limit of 6 per cent Monday projected India's economic 
until the end of 2022. That's amid growth at 7.3 per cent in the current fiscal 
substantial weather-induced wheat with downside risks and said inflation is 
and rice price increases as well as likely to remain above RBI's upper 
sticky core inflation. And food tolerance threshold of 6 per cent till the 
inflation may rise again," it said.end of 2022.

Retail or consumer price inflation has In its Economic Outlook for Asia Pacific, 
remained above RBI's upper tolerance S&P said India's growth next year will get 
threshold of 6 per cent for the eighth support from domestic demand recovery 
month in a row and was at 7 per cent in after the coronavirus pandemic.
August. Wholesale price inflation "We have retained our India growth outlook 
remained in double digits for the 17th at 7.3 per cent for the fiscal year 2022-
straight month and was at 12.41 per 2023 and 6.5 per cent for the next fiscal 
cent in August.According to S&P year, although we see the risks tilted to the 
Global Ratings, elevated core downside," it said.Other agencies have 
inflation would drive up policy rates cut India's GDP growth forecast amid 
further in India, and projected policy higher inflation and rising policy interest 
interest rates to be 5.90 per cent by the rates. Earlier this month, Fitch Ratings 
end of this fiscal.slashed the growth estimate to 7 per cent 

To tame stubbornly high inflation, the for the current fiscal from 7.8 per cent 
central bank has already hiked pegged earlier. India Ratings & Research 

per cent in the current fiscal (April- period.On inflation, S&P Global Ratings benchmark interest rates by 1.40 too had reduced its projections to 6.9 per 
March). The growth last year (2021-22) pegged the average rate in the current percentage points to 5.40 per cent. In its cent from 7 per cent earlier.
was 8.7 per cent.Indian economy fiscal at 6.8 per cent and projected it to fall monetary policy review on September 30, Asian Development Bank has cut the 
expanded 13.5 per cent in the April-June to 5 per cent in the next fiscal beginning RBI is expected to hike rates by another projection to 7 per cent from 7.5 per cent 
quarter, sequentially higher than 4.10 per April 2023."India headline Consumer 50 basis points to a three-year high level earlier.The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
cent growth clocked in the January-March Price Inflation (CPI) is likely to remain of 5.90 per cent.expects the Indian economy to grow 7.2 

S&P projects India's FY23 GDP growth at 
7.3%, pegs inflation above 6%

Mumbai: The rupee depreciated 43 
paise to an all-time low of 81.52 
against the US dollar in early trade on 
Monday as the strengthening of the 
American currency and risk-averse 

the US Fed will continue to hike futures fell 0.58 per cent to USD 85.65 sentiment among investors weighed on 
interest rates aggressively to cool per barrel.On the domestic equity the local unit.Moreover, escalation of 
inflation, Sriram Iyer, Senior Research market front, the 30-share BSE Sensex geopolitical risks due to conflict in 
Analyst at Reliance Securities, was trading 797.73 points or 1.37 per Ukraine, a negative trend in domestic 
said."Focus now shifts to RBI's cent lower at 57,301.19 points while equities and significant foreign fund 
meeting this week, with its decision the broader NSE Nifty fell 260.80 outflows sapped the investor appetite, 
due on Friday. We expect RBI to hike points or 1.51 per cen to 17,066.55 forex traders said.At the interbank 
rates by 50 bps to cool stubbornly high points.Foreign institutional investors foreign exchange, the rupee opened at 
inflation and prevent the currency were net sellers in the capital market on 81.47 against the greenback, then fell 
from weakening further," Iyer Friday as they offloaded shares worth to 81.52, registering a fall of 43 paise 
said.Meanwhile, the dollar index, Rs 2,899.68 crore, as per exchange over its previous closing.On Friday, 
which gauges the greenback's strength data.Meanwhile, the country's forex the rupee slumped 30 paise to close at a 
against a basket of six currencies, reserves declined USD 5.219 billion to fresh lifetime low of 81.09 against the 
advanced 0.67 per cent to 113.94. USD 545.652 billion for the week US dollar.The Indian rupee is likely to 

ended September 16.Global oil benchmark Brent crude remain weaker as investors expect that 

China traders see property boost, 
Covid zero resolve at Party meet in Oct

New Delhi   

shares ahead of the event.“There is note.Covid ZeroOverall, any boost to 
going to be more support for the property the broader market from the Party 
sector because if the property market congress is expected to be modest, 
does not stabilize, the economy will not several analysts have said, amid slim 
stabilize and growth protection is the odds of an early loosening of Covid 
number one policy priority,” said Chi restrictions.
Lo, senior market strategist for Asia The MSCI China Index has typically 
Paci f ic  a t  BNP Par ibas  Asset  generated about 2% returns in the 
Management. month before the congress in the 

China stock gauges last week added to past, according to Goldman Sachs 
Bruised from a tumultuous 

what have already been some of the Group Inc. strategists, who are 
year, China stock investors are looking to 

world’s worst losses this year, as the unsure the gains can be repeated this 
capitalize on any potential policy shifts at 

Federal Reserve dealt global markets a time around.The gauge has lost about 
the twice-a-decade Communist Party 

hawkish blow.graphHaving grappled 20% this quarter, versus a loss of less demand including loosening home-congress next month.A key strategy is to 
with Covid lockdowns, a property market than 5% for an index of global stocks.To purchase restrictions.bet on more stimulus for the property 
downturn and Beijing’s conflict with factor in a possible extension of the Covid 

market as authorities seek to rescue the Consumer sectors related to the real-estate Washington over trade and political Zero strategy, Goldman Sachs and 
ailing industry. Bloomberg Intelligence market may see positive impact, issues for months, investors are hoping Nomura Holdings Inc. slashed their 2023 
expects some steps to complete stalled according to Li Jin, vice managing for the market to recover once the growth forecasts for China to below 5% 
housing projects following the Oct. 16 director at Ruiyi Investment. Furniture leadership reshuffle is complete and last week.“If no positive news come out 
leadership gathering, which can in turn and decoration materials have led policy priorities are settled. on that front, the market could be 
support the banking sector by reducing declines in retail sales this year, slumping disappointed,” said Jian Shi Cortesi, Property BetsChina’s vast real estate sector loan risks and boosting mortgage at least 8% in August from a year earlier. investment director at GAM Investment is going through an unprecedented crisis demand.With expectations low for an Sector-wise, past experience shows Management. “We control the exposure as Beijing’s deleveraging campaign since imminent shift away from the Covid-Zero f inancia ls ,  food  and  beverage ,  to re-opening names to hedge that late 2020 has ensnared even the nation’s policy, some investors are limiting their communication, and defense sectors have risk.”Meanwhile, China amping up its largest developers. A stock gauge of exposure to reopening shares. Societe beaten markets in the month ahead of the rhetoric against Taiwan is another risk developers has lost more than 30% this Generale SA favors industrials and event, Li Xing, an analyst at Yuekai that can heighten market volatility.year, despite dozens of measures to revive infrastructure stocks over consumer Securities Co., wrote in a Sept. 18 

BENGALURU: Bengaluru-based gaming firm 
Gameskraft Technology has been accused of not 
paying GST of Rs 21,000 crore between 2017 and June 
30, 2022. Gameskraft now has the dubious distinction 
of being charged by the Directorate General of GST 
intelligence (DGGI) with the largest indirect tax show-
cause notice in history, according to reports.

Gameskraft was started in 2017 by a group of gamers. It 
provides web and mobile-based real-money games 
like Rummy Culture, Gamezy and Rummy Time, 
where players can wager bets. The DGGI accused the 
gaming firm of promoting online betting through their 
card, casual and fantasy game offerings. The 
directorate said Rs 77,000 crore of bet amounts that 
were placed between 2017 and June 30, 2022 were 
subject to a 28% tax.

According to the DGGI re-port, Gameskraft engaged in 
betting by allowing its users to place real money bets 
on the outcome of games played online. The DGGI 
said its forensic examination also revealed the gaming 
firm failed to issue invoices to customers and 
submitted false or overdue invoices in other instances. 
The law enforcement agency added users have no way 
of withdrawing money once they top up their 
Gameskraft wallet.A Gameskraft spokesperson said, 
“Games of skill are a constitutionally protected 
activity as per the Supreme Court and various high 
courts. Rummy is one such game declaredto be a skill 
game like horse racing, bridge and fantasy games. 
Therefore, the notice is a departure from the well-
established law of the land. As a responsible startup 
with unicorn status in the online skill gaming sector, 
we have discharged our GST and income tax liabilities 
as per standard industry practice, which is now over a 
decade old. We are confident that we will be able to 
respond to this notice to the full satisfaction of the 
authorities since they have sought to apply 28% tax 
applicable to games of chance and lottery, instead of 
the 18% applicable to online platforms of games of 
skill. ”

Gaming co gets record Rs 
21,000 crore GST notice

Boeing to shift 150 finance and 
IT jobs to India from the US

NEW DELHI: American aerospace major Boeing 
will soon move about 150 IT and finance jobs 
from its home country to India. To be sure, the 
company is not cutting jobs anywhere and says it 
has 10,000 positions this year.

“For the last several years, we’ve been simplifying 
our corporate structure to reduce complexity and 
focus more resources in engineering, 
manufacturing and product development. 
Several of our corporate functions, including IT 
and finance, have implemented changes to 
streamline their operations, resulting in lower 
staffing levels within some corporate functions,” 
a Boeing spokesperson told TOI.

“…our finance team is planning for lower staffing 
levels as it simplifies processes, improves 
efficiency and shares select work with an outside 
partner. We expect fewer than 150 reductions this 
year within finance across our US sites, and will 
assess future impacts as the process continues in 
the coming years. At the same time, we have 
significantly increased hiring in engineering and 
manufacturing as market demand increases, we 
drive stability in production and invest in 
engineering and innovation. Overall, we have 
expanded the Boeing workforce by about 10,000 
employees this year,” the spokesperson added.

Boeing’s India operations include field service 
offices in Delhi (its HQ here), Mumbai, Hindon 
and a growing Boeing India Engineering and 
Technology Centre in Bengaluru and Chennai. 
Boeing India has over 4,000 direct employees, 
with 1,000 jobs being added in the last one years. 
More than 7,000 people work on dedicated 
supply chain jobs with its Indian suppliers across 
manufacturing, engineering and IT sectors. A 
wholly owned by Boeing engineering and 
technology campus is coming up in Bengaluru.

Boeing’s presence in India is growing as Akasa 
will keep inducting about 2 B737 MAX every 
month and B787 Dreamliner deliveries have 
resumed (Vistara is to get them). The focus on 
‘make in India’ for both the civil and defence side 
will mean the numbers here keep rising as India 
is a key market for it. The US major is also 
expecting a significant order from Tata Group for 
its Air India-led airlines.Boeing says India will 
witness the highest air traffic growth in the next 
two decades. Increasing by almost a 
compounded 7% annually till 2040, India will be 
ahead of Southeast Asia (5.5%), China and 
Africa (5.4% each) and Latin America (4.8%). 
Given the massive middle class, Boeing is very 
bullish on the country’s potential. “Almost 2.3 
crore people travel by trains and 3.6 lakh by air 
daily in India. Just a 1% swing from train to plane 
doubles the aviation market,” Boeing India 
president Salil Gupte had said recently.

Moreover, escalation of  geopolitical 
risks due to conflict in Ukraine, a 
negative trend in domestic equities 
and significant foreign fund 
outflows sapped the investor 
appetite, forex traders said.

SAN FRANCISCO: Bengaluru (BLR) will again be 
directly connected to San Francisco (SFO) from this 
winter. Tata Group’s Air India is going to star a twice 
weekly nonstop between the silicon cities of India and the 
US this winter schedule, that starts from October-end. 
United’s proposed BLR-SFO flight keeps getting 
deferred as western airlines are not overflying Russian 
airspace — something that India does and makes its 
highly popular nonstops between India and the west coast 
viable. For the same reason, American Airlines’ proposed 
BLR-Seattle nonstop has not been launched yet.

“Bengaluru will get a twice weekly (to start with) to SFO 
sometime later this winter schedule,” said people in the 
know. There has been tremendous demand for a nonstop 
on this route. In fact some Indian origin American 
entrepreneurs raised the issue of a lack of direct 
connectivity on the sector during Union commerce 
minister Piyush Goyal’s visit to the West Coast earlier this 
month.

Air India is the biggest operator of nonstops between India 
and the US as it still overflies the Russian airspace. 
Allowing its flights to take the shortest possible route. AI 
had recently announced it will take on lease five Boeing 
777 long range (LR) aircraft. These ex-Delta planes will 
join AI fleet between this December and March 2023 to be 
used to deploy more India-US nonstops. Once that 
happens, Bengaluru will have a thrice weekly to SFO. 
While the B777s in AI fleet currently have a first, business 
and economy classes, the five LRs that will be joining 
shortly will have a premium economy cabin too.About 
the five B777 LR, AI had recently said they “will be 
deployed on routes from Indian metro cities to the US. 
Mumbai will see the addition of flights to SFO as well as 
to both of the New York area’s international airports, 
Newark Liberty and John F Kennedy, while Bangalore 
will receive a thrice weekly service to San Francisco. 

AI to start Bengaluru-San Francisco 
nonstop from this winter; twice weekly 

initially and then thrice

MUMBAI: An increase of 50 basis points (100bps = 1 
percentage point) in interest rates by the monetary 
policy committee (MPC) of the RBI is seen as 
inevitable by economists in the wake of the 75bps hike 
by the US Fed. The subsequent pressure on the rupee 
has made it more likely that the domestic central bank 
would increase rates too this Friday.

This is the first time that the impact of the repo-linked 
lending rate on customers in a rising interest rate 
regime is being tested. The repo is the rate at which the 
RBI lends money to banks. The repo-linked lending 
rate was introduced in October 2019. It was done after 
the central bank determined that floating rates were 
ineffective in passing on rate cuts. Retail borrowers 
saw their loans become almost instantly cheaper when 
the RBI cut rates from 5.15% at the start of the 
pandemic to a low of 4%. Since then, inflation - 
triggered by a surge in crude oil prices in the wake of 
the Ukraine invasion - has forced the RBI to hike rates 
by 140bps to 5.4%.Home loan providers - banks and 
finance firms - charge an equated monthly instalment 
(EMI) on home loans. This means that when interest 
rates rise, the borrower continues to pay the same 
amount, but the tenure of the home loan changes. 
However, lenders ask for the EMI to be hiked if it is not 
enough to cover the interest component of the loan. 
They would also ask the borrower to hike repayments if 
the increase in cost pushes the tenure of the loan 
beyond the borrower's retirement date.Bankers say that 
while Indian lenders have an advantage in the 
relatively low loan to value ratio, the rise in interest 
component will be substantial. For instance, a 
borrower who took a 20-year Rs 1-crore home loan in 
April 2022 at 6.9% would have an EMI of Rs 76,931. 
But after a 50bps hike this month-end, the EMI would 
rise to Rs 87,734.

While the central bank may have no choice but to raise 
the repo, it is unlikely to let interest rates go haywire. 
"This time, we may expect some announcements on 
liquidity since, after a long time, it has moved into a 
deficit. A calendar on open market operations is what 
could be expected, along with variable repo auctions," 
said Bank of Baroda chief economist Madan Sabnavis.

Almost all economists are now forecasting a 50bps hike. 
"While there are early signs of stabilising growth, 
above-target inflation and an evolving external 
backdrop leave little scope for the RBI to pause its 
policy tightening cycle," said Barclays Bank chief 
economist Rahul Bajoria.

RBI may hike rates by 50bps 
at this week's policy meet

With expectations low for an 
imminent shift away from the Covid-
Zero policy, some investors are 
limiting their exposure to reopening 
shares
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players," Bishop tweeted.While replying 
to a user, Bishop added: "Running 
between the wickets is a skill. Batters are 
trying to anticipate bowler ball release to 
get a quick start like in a sprint race or 
they are careless or they are trying to gain 
an unfair advantage, or just plain lazy. 
Either way it’s no excuse."Deepti 
Sharma's run-out of Charlie Dean helped 
India beat England by 16 runs in the third 
and final ODI at Lord's. With the win, 
India completed a 3-0 clean sweep over 
England in the series.Marylebone Cricket 
Club (MCC), the keeper of the laws, on 
Sunday said the dismissal was an 
"unusual end to an exciting match" but 
pointed out that it was "properly 
officiated and should not be considered as 

found Dean leaving the crease before the 'New Delhi Former West Indies cricketer- anything more".The ICC, on September 
release of the ball. The mode of dismissal, turned-commentator Ian Bishop has urged 20, announced changes to Playing 
which is within the laws, is seen by many non-strikers to keep their eyes on bowler Conditions, which will come into effect on 
as against the spirit of cricket."Plain and and ball just like modern-day great batters October 1. On running out of non-striker, 
simple. Keep your eyes on the bowler and Virat Kohli and Kane Williamson do. the ICC said: "The Playing Conditions 
ball all the way through to ball release like Bishop's comments come after India's follow the Laws in moving this method of 
Virat Kohli and Kane Williamson and Deepti Sharma ran out England's Charlie effecting a run out from the ‘Unfair Play’ 
these arguments go away. Let’s teach our Dean at the non-striker's end. Deepti section to the ‘Run out’ section."
young kids to back up like these two great 

this time on the losing team. Then 'New Delhi Swiss maestro Roger Federer 
also one where I was hurt (out hinted participating at the 2023 Laver 
injured) last year. But seeing it Cup in Vancouver, saying "next year will 
more from the stands and from the be again totally different".The 20-time 
fans' perspective (and) view, and Grand Slam singles champion Federer 
now deep on the inside with retired from competitive tennis at the 
retirement. So I have enjoyed the 2022 edition of Laver Cup at the O2 
Laver Cup in many different Arena, London. He joined hands with 
ways. Next year will be again his longstanding on-court rival Rafael 
totally different. I am looking Nadal and played his final match - a 
forward to it and I am sure doubles event, on September 23.
Vancouver is going to be Team Europe's pair, widely known as 
fantastic."When asked whether he 'Fedal', lost to Team World's Frances 
would replace Bjorn Borg as Team Tiafor and Jack Sock 6-4, 6(2)-7, 9-11 in hope again we have a very strong team," 

Europe captain, Federer said: "No plans front of a packed house. After the match, Federer said following the conclusion of 
there."Bjorn (Borg) is doing a great job. Federer, his family and fellow players broke 2022 Laver Cup.Team World defeated Team 
Thomas (Enqvist), as well, supporting him into tears while celebrating Federer's Europe 13-8 to win their maiden Laver Cup. 
(Bjorn Borg) all the way (as Team Europe glittering career. Reflecting on the five editions of Laver Cup, 
vice-captain). It has been great fun. Who "I am more just looking forward to coming to Federer said: "I went through all different 
knows? Maybe one day. But we do not have Vancouver next year (for the 2023 Laver types of Laver Cups so far.
any plans so far."Cup). I think the city is going to be great. I "The first one, the winning teams, and now 

Roger Federer hints participation at 2023 Laver 
Cup: Next year will be again totally different

Former South Africa fast bowler 
Vernon Philander faced flak on 
social media after India defeated 
Australia by six wickets in the third 
T20I at Rajiv Gandhi International 
Stadium in Hyderabad. The veteran 
lauded Suryakumar Yadav for 
playing a match-winning knock of 
69 off 36 balls with the help of five 
fours and as many sixes.

India chased down 187 with one ball 
left and Suryakumar earned the 
Player of the Match award for his 
stupendous knock under extreme 
pressure. Philander said that it was 
exciting to watch the Indian batter 
smash the Aussie bowlers all around 
the park.However, he called 
Suryakumar a ‘kid’, something 
which didn’t go down well with the 
fans on Twitter.Philander took to 
Twitter and wrote, “This kid can 

play. Wow exciting to watch.“ 
Thereafter, the veteran faced a lot of 
trolls.One of the fans wrote, “He is 
not a kid anymore. He has become 
your DADDY!Suryakumar came to 
bat after India lost the early wickets 
of KL Rahul and Rohit Sharma. 
From there on, Yadav stitched 
together a handy 104-run partnership 
along with Virat Kohli, who scored a 
48-ball 63 with three fours and four 
sixes.Yadav got out in the 14th over 
with India still needing 53 runs off 
six overs with seven wickets in hand. 
The 33-year-old Kohli took charge 
and took India past the finish line. 
India won the match by six wickets 
after Hardik Pandya played a cameo 
of 25 off 16.

take a 1-0 lead in the three-match series. Afif 
scored an unbeaten 77 off 55 with seven 
fours and three sixes. Moreover, he was 
involved in an unbeaten 81-run partnership 
with stand-in skipper Nurul Hasan Sohan 
for the sixth wicket after Bangladesh were 
reduced to 77 for five in 11 overs.Afif also 
reckoned that the absence of senior players 
like Mushfiqur Rahim, Mahmudullah Riyad 
and Shakib Al Hasan, wouldn’t put ‘extra 
pressure’ on the Tigers.

“Always feels good to bat under pressure, I 
wanted to bat till the end and good to come 
out of it as a success. No extra pressure on us 

'New Delhi Bangladesh batter Afif Hossain despite missing a few senior players. We 
Dhrubo said that he likes to thrive under have to play our best XI at all times. I hope I 
pressure. The left-hander earned the Player can get runs in the next game as well. The 
of the Match award in the first T20I between fans were really good, thanks to them,” Afif wicket. Mehidy said that he enjoys opening to ask me to open, I enjoy that role because I 
the Tigers and the United Arab Emirates was quoted as saying after the match. the batting, having already done it plenty of play that position in domestic cricket. This 
(UAE) on Sunday, September 25 at Dubai 

times at the domestic level.“It was an surface was a bit difficult to bowl on with Afif also conjured praise from Mehidy Hasan International Cricket Stadium.
excellent match, the boys played really well, the dew, it was about being mentally strong Miraz, who scored 12 off 14 with two fours 

Bangladesh beat the hosts by seven runs to especially Afif. Team management decided to play easily. before Zawar Farid accounted for his 

between Suryakumar Yadav and Virat pitch by going after the bowlers in the 
Kohli for the 3rd wicket as the duo played powerplay, Suryakumar made full use of 
ice and fire in the middle to defuse the his range to accelerate after the field 
Australian threat. While Suryakumar restrictions were lifted.When Suryakumar 
continued to showcase why he is the best Yadav got out in the 14th over, Kohli once 
and the most versatile T20I batter for India again took on the onus of being the main 
with a 36-ball 69, Kohli hit a 48-ball 63, man in his 48-run stand with Hardik 
soaking in the pressure in the end overs as Pandya. Kohli got the equation down to 5 
India went past the finish line.It was Virat off 5 balls with a six off Daniel Sams in the 
Kohli who put the pressure back on final ver but he was not there in the middle 
Australia after India were reduced to 30 for when the winning runs were hit.
2 in the powerplay. The former captain hit a Kohli heaped rich praise on Suryakumar, 
stunning six into the mid-wicket stands in lauding the Mumbai Indians' batter's 
Josh Hazlewood's over, the final one of the evolution over the last 12 months at he 
powerplay. highest level."For the past 6 months, he's 

RAHUL, ROHIT FLOP been outstanding. It's the array of shots and 
to play those shots at the right time is such a Things did not go India's way at the start of New Delhi India continued their unbeaten run 
tremendous skill. He's a guy who knows his their chase in the series decider. It seemed in bilateral series under Rohit Sharma's 
game inside out. He's got the gift of timing like familiar problems would return to haunt captaincy as the Asian giants gunned down a 
and I was in awe watching him play his India as vice-captain KL Rahul perished 187-run target in a series-deciding 3rd T20I 
shots," Kohli said.Earlier in the day, Axar Pat Cummins got the better of him by not once again cheaply in a crunch chase. Rahul, in Hyderabad on Sunday, September 25. 
Patel proved once again why he could prove giving him room in his first over. Rohit hit who was criticised for his strike rate in the India seem have to put behind the Asia Cup 
to be an able replacement for Ravindra one straight into the hands of the deep mid-Asia Cup, began the series with a solid fifty setback as they completed a fine come-
Jadeja as he broke the back of Australia's wicket fielder, failing to connect a pull shot but the star batter hasn't fired since. In the back-from-behind series victory against the 
middle-order with a 3-wicket haul. Axar, in a rare occurrence.crunch chase, Rahul managed just 1 run and reigning world champions of the shortest 
who will head to the T20 World Cup after got out as early as the first over bowled by KOHLI-SURYA SHOWformat.India went down in the first T20I 
Jadeja's injury, picked up 8 wickets in the Daniel Sams.Captain Rohit Sharma, who However, Suryakumar and Kohli put on a despite posting 208 runs on the board in 
series to win the Player of the Series was instrumental in the successful chase in m a s t e r c l a s s  i n  T 2 0 I  c h a s i n g ,  Mohali but they bounced back by chasing 92 
honour.There were positives for Australia Nagpur with a 20-ball 46, tried to put the complementing each other's styles in a rain-curtailed 2nd T20I in Nagpur.
too as Cameron Green showed once again pressure back on Australia. He hit 2 wonderfully well. While Kohli gave India vs Australia, 3rd T20I Updates
that he can be a fine option for Australia in boundaries and a six in the powerplay but Suryakumar breathing space on a tricky India rode on a stunning 104-run partnership the T20I format. 

Always feels good to bat under pressure, says Afif 
Hossain after Bangladesh beat UAE in 1st T20I

'New Delhi England's white-ball coach 
Mattew Mott has said that he doesn't want to 
take a risk with Jos Buttler ahead of the T20 
World Cup while providing an update on the 
skipper.

Buttler is in Pakistan but hasn't played any of 
the matches against the hosts till now in the 
ongoing T20I series. The series is currently 
2-2 after Pakistan won the 4th T20I on 
Sunday.Speaking after the match, as quoted 
by the Mirror, Mott offered an update on the 
England white-ball captain and said that he 
had suffered a significant injury and they 
don't want to take a risk with him at this stage 
so close to the T20 World Cup.

The England coach did admit that they look to 
Buttler back into the side for the last few 
games against Pakistan.

"With regard to Jos, he's still a while off, he's 
not a player we want to take a risk on at this 
stage, so close to the World Cup, and it was a 
reasonably significant injury that he had," 
Mott said in his post match press 
conferenceSo, he's champing at the bit for a 
game, but we'll just try and see how we go 
and maybe in the last game or two we might 
give him a chance."Buttler said that the 
upcoming World Cup is kind of free hit for 
England. While he admitted that his side is 
dangerous, the England white-ball skipper 
admitted that they aren't the favorites heading 
into the tournament."When you look ahead, 
there's ICC events pretty much every year so 
there's always stuff to build towards, there's 
always exciting times," said Buttler. "I think 
this World Cup coming up now is actually a 
bit of a free hit for us, it's very early in our 
time as a team."

India vs Australia: Suryakumar Yadav blitz, vintage Virat 
Kohli help India chase 187, complete 2-1 series win

Deepti Sharma runs out Charlie Dean: Ian Bishop says 
keep your eyes on bowler and ball like Kohli, Williamson

'New Delhi Pakistan fast bowler Haris Rauf 
reckoned that Liam Dawson’s wicket was the 
turning point in the fourth T20I against 
England at the National Stadium in Karachi. 
Dawson took the Three Lions to the 
threshold of a victory and a 3-1 series lead 
after scoring 34 runs off 17 balls with five 
fours and one six.

However, Rauf dismissed him to bring 
Pakistan back into the contest. In the very 
next ball, Rauf knocked over Olly Stone for a 
golden duck and found himself on a hat-trick. 
To his dismay, he didn’t get the hat-trick after 
an on-field LBW decision against Reece 
Topley wasn’t overturned.“I was not 
thinking about giving up until England score 
those runs. I tried to take wickets and dismiss 
the tail-enders. Liam Dawson’s wicket was 
the turning point, according to me, and after 
that, I gained more confidence,” Rauf was 
quoted as saying after the match.

Rauf also had words of praise for his fellow 
paceman Mohammad Hasnain for picking 
early wickets in the powerplay. Hasnain got 
rid of Alex Hales and Will Jacks and reduced 
England to 13/2 in two overs.

In his first three overs, Hasnain conceded only 
16 runs before leaking 24 runs in the 18th 
over of England’s run-chase. Despite the 
expensive over, Hasnain got backing from 
Rauf.“The matches in Lahore will be even 
more exciting. The way we won the game, 
the way Hasnain picked up the wickets, that 
put pressure on England. I felt relaxed after 
three wickets went down in the powerplay. 
The way he bowled at the start benefitted the 
team a lot. It doesn’t matter how much he 
went for in his last over, but he gave his best,” 
he added.Pakistan, captained by Babar 
Azam, won the fourth T20I by three runs and 
drew level in the seven-match series.

The series now moves to the Gaddafi Stadium 
in Lahore where Pakistan and England will 
lock horns in the fifth T20I on Wednesday, 
September 28.

Liam Dawson’s wicket was the 
turning point: Haris Rauf after 
match-winning show in 4th PAK vs 
ENG T20I

'New Delhi England stand-in captain Moeen 
Ali  said that  Liam Dawson was 
disappointed about not being able to chase 
down the 167-run target against Pakistan.

England went down by three runs against 
Pakistan in the fourth T20I at Karachi on 
Sunday, September 25. With the defeat, the 
teams are 2-2 in the seven-match series.

"It was a great game, could have gone both 
ways," Moeen Ali said at the post-match 
presentation.Pakistan posted a moderate 
total of 166/4 after being put in to bat. 
Openers Babar Azam and Mohammad 
Rizwan's partnership short-lived in the 
fourth match as Liam Dawson removed 
Babar for 36.Reece Topley and David 
Willey kept Pakistan middle-order in check 
as Rizwan (88 off 67), who anchored the 
innings of the hosts, couldn't find support at 
the other end.In reply, England had a 
horrendous start, losing openers Phil Salt 
and Alex Hales in quick succession. Ben 
Duckett (33) and Harry Brook (34) kept the 
scoreboard ticking, ensuring England stay 
alive in the match.With nine runs needed of 
the final two overs, England slipped as 
Haris Rauf got the crucial wicket of Liam 
Dawson (34). England eventually folded for 
163 in 19.2 overs.

"We should have chased it  down, 
disappointed that we couldn't. Lost too 
many wickets upfront, did well to keep 
hanging in there. Brooksy did well again, 
Duckett too. Liam (Dawson) had a great 
game, obviously he'll be disappointed to not 
finish things off," Moeen said.

Fans troll Vernon Philander for 
calling Suryakumar Yadav ‘kid’ 

after 3rd T20I heroics – He has 
become your daddy

ZBangladesh vs United Arab 
Emirates, 1st T20I: Afif 
Hossain Dhrubo became the 
Player of the Match after he 
played a match-winning hand 
at Dubai International Cricket 
Stadium.

Pakistan vs England: Moeen Ali 
says Liam Dawson is 
disappointed for not chasing 
down 167 in 4th T20I

ZSuryakumar Yadav, Virat 
Kohli stitched a match-
winning 104-run partnership

ZVirat Kohli hit 48-ball 63, 
Suryakumar smashed 36-ball 
69

ZIndia lost the first T20I but 
bounced back to complete 
series victory

T20 World Cup: England coach 
Matthew Mott says he doesn't want 
to a risk with Jos Buttler

New Delhi, Tuesday, 27 September, 2022 THE SIKH TIMES
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